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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The day after Amazon reduced its free shipping threshold from orders of $99 to
$49 on June 18, 2002, Buy.com Inc. announced its own free shipping offer. A
week later Buy.com Inc. started to undercut the mammoth online bookseller’s
book prices by 10%. At the same time, Amazon’s share price dropped 7.77%,
to $16.15 (Pruitt 2002). This is a good example of how a move that works
efficiently in the short-run may be undermined by subsequent moves of com-
petitors. A very destructive outcome is an escalation into an all-out war. For
example, after one firm sets the conflict by, for example, cutting its price, a se-
ries of retaliatory price reductions are launched by competitors as no one wants
to loose consumers, volume, or market share. And there is rarely a high enough
increase in the volume to offset the impact on the margin of the decrease in the
average price level. Such mutually destructive behaviors have eroded profits in
airlines, computer software, automobile tires, and many other markets.
Managers are interested in assessing the comprehensive sales or share re-

sponse to their own and competitors’ price decisions. They need to know the
share and sales elasticities in response to price changes so that they can make
strategic decisions about, for example, the extent and frequency of price dis-
counts. Managers are also concerned whether or not, and to what extent, the
reaction from competitors will influence predictions of price response. Ignoring
competitive reactions may lead to biased estimates of market response to price
and other marketing variables (see, e.g., Leeflang and Wittink 1992, 1996). For
these reasons, it is clear that the effect of a marketing action, on, for example,
own and competitors’ sales, market share, revenue, or profit, cannot be cap-
tured by immediate effects alone. One must also take into account complex
dynamic relationships.
We focus on sales promotions (diverse collection of incentive tools, mostly

short term, designed to stimulate quicker and/or greater purchase of particular
products/services by consumers or trade, Kotler 1994, p. 664 ). Sales promo-
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tions take a substantial part of typical marketing budgets and affect consumers
purchase decisions to a large extent. In addition there is a growth in the usage
of sales promotion. This can be attributed to the increased emphasis of compa-
nies on short-term returns, to the ability of sales promotion to tailor to almost
any marketing situation at different stages of the product cycle and for differ-
ent product market situations. Furthermore, sales promotions can complement
advertising, particularly the type of advertising that is aimed at image building
or establishing brand franchise, since the results are immediate (Bradley 1995).
Although essential, the comprehension of dynamic effects of sales promotions
in a competitive environment is incomplete so far.
The aim of this study is to develop models that properly capture the imme-

diate and dynamic effects of marketing actions in the presence of reactions of
the competitors. We mainly focus on assessing the effects of price promotions
because price decisions are important to managers because of the significant
and immediate impact of price changes on, for example, sales or market shares
and because of the potential for strong reactions from consumers and competi-
tors (Srinivasan et al. 2000).
This chapter introduces the basic idea behind the research project that

resulted in this thesis. After having outlined the motivation of the dissertation,
we introduce the different types of competitive reactions that we capture in our
model in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 provides a brief overview of the competitive
marketing literature and positions the thesis. Sections 1.4 and 1.5 outline the
strucure of the thesis. Section 1.4 deals with a short introduction of the basic
methodology that is used in this dissertation. Since Chapters 2 and 3 introduce
the main techniques of time series analysis, they are briefly discussed in this
section. Section 1.5 provides an overview of the empirical studies that are
included in the thesis.

1.2 Different types of competitive reactions

In the marketing literature, competitive reactions tend to be defined as reactions
of an actor (e.g. a brand manager) to other actors’ (other brand managers)
moves (and Brodie et al. 1996, Hanssens 1980, Leeflang andWittink 1992, 1996,
2001). The competitive relationships in pricing are presented in Figure 1.1
where the ‘traditional’ competitive reactions are presented by the dashed lines
between the prices of the two competing business units. However, reactions
to own-brand and other-brand performance changes (own and cross feedback
effects) may also represent aspects of competitive reactions. These are reactions
to the consequences of an action and not to the action itself. For example,
marketing managers often track own-brand market share, profit, or sales. In
Figure 1.1 these relationships are presented by the dotted arrows from the
performance measures (i.e. market shares and profits) of a competing business
unit to the price of the other actor. If marketing managers observe a drop in
either measure, they may respond with changes in marketing activities. They
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Figure 1.1: Competitive relationships in pricing

may also track other brands’ performances and identify an improvement in
these as a threat to which they need to react. This is especially likely for
decision makers who focus on market shares because any increase in another
brand’s share implies either a reduction in own-brand share or an opportunity
on which they have missed out. In Figure 1.1 these relationships are presented
by the dotted arrows from the performance measures of an actor to his own
price. The various types of competitive reactions are captured by the so-called
competitive reaction functions. Reaction functions may also pertain to relations
between variables of the same brand. These functions reflect internal decisions
also known as inertia in decision making and intrafirm effects (Hanssens 1980).

The demand functions capture the effects of (own and competitors’) mar-
keting actions on the performance of the actors on the market. Current ex-
penditures on marketing instruments usually do not have their full impact on
sales or market shares in the same period, but their impact may extend into
the future. The influence of current marketing expenditures on sales in future
periods is called the carry-over effect. This lagged effect of marketing actions
on brand performance can also be captured by the demand functions. The
system of demand and competitive reaction functions incorporates the com-
plex dynamic relationships and enables us to measure the effect of marketing
actions in a competitive dynamic marketing environment.

In such a complex system marketing expenditures can affect performances
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of brands in several ways. We distinguish direct and indirect effects. Direct
effects are the straight effects of marketing actions on a performance measure
(sales, market share). Indirect effects capture the effects of marketing actions
on performance through mediator variables such as competitive reactions, feed-
back effects, intrafirm effects, internal decisions, or any combination of these.
To see how marketing actions work out over time via direct and indirect

ways we distinguish short-run, net, and gross effects. The short-run effects
of marketing actions on sales are called immediate effects. The sum of direct
effects over a time horizon is called gross effects. The net effects are the sum
of the direct and indirect effects measured over the dust-settling period, i.e.
until the effects of the marketing action die out and the system returns to its
equilibrium. Hence, net effects account for effects resulting from competitive
reaction and feedback effects, while gross effects do not.

1.3 A short overview of literature on the field
of competition

Competition and competitive analysis has a long tradition in micro-economics
starting, with the works of Bertrand (1883) and Cournot (1838). Many mar-
keting applications apply concepts from micro-economics. Examples of the
Cournot equilibrium in the marketing literature include Karnani (1983), and
Rao and Bass (1985). For an example of the Bertrand equilibrium in the
marketing literature see, McGuire and Staelin (1983). In addition, the devel-
opment of game theory as a tool to analyze competitive strategies has provided
significant stimulus for marketing research on the field of competition.
In this section we give a brief survey of the marketing literature on compe-

tition and competitive analysis and we position the research that is discussed
in this thesis. The studies on competitive analysis can be classified according
to different criteria, such as1:

a. Area of application

b. Type of competition

c. Competitive strategies

d. Horizontal versus vertical competition

e. Number of competitors on the market

f. Competition versus cooperation

g. Type of analysis

1The classifications are not exclusive but overlapping. So, one study can belong to different
classifications.
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The area of competition is very broad and it can be approached and ana-
lyzed in numerous ways. Hence, our list is far from complete, but we try to
cover the most important subjects and developments on the field.

a. Area of application

Most empirical research analyzes a Frequently Purchased Consumer Good (FPCG)
market due to the easy access of data on such market. Lancaster (1984), for
example, examines relationships among competitors’ advertising expenditures
using data on 121 brands in seven mature consumer non-durable product cat-
egories. He finds that, in the sample of industries characterized by relatively
high retail market concentration ratios and low rates of real retail sales growth,
annual brand advertising expenditures, on average, appear to be largely inter-
dependent, but do not tend to escalate. Further examples of such studies are
Fruchter and Kalish (1997) and Gasmi et al. (1992) who analyze competition
on the cola market, and the study of Leeflang and Wittink (1992), which in-
vestigates competition on a detergent market.
There are several studies that analyze competition on a market of durable

goods. Koo Kim (1996) provides an empirical examination of the asymmetric
lead and lag effects of short-run price decisions on market shares across different
quality brands in the US car market. He finds some asymmetric switching or
share effects and concludes that high-quality brands are able to have cross-
lead and lag effects on the sales of low-quality brands while the reverse is
not true. This may be the case because in non-frequently purchased product
categories such as furniture, expensive video and audio systems, consumers
wait for the high-quality product to be on sale in the near future. When
faced with these anticipations, some of the customers switch to the higher-
quality brand, which produces asymmetric dynamic effects between low-quality
and high-quality brands. Other studies about competition on durable product
markets are Dockner et al. (1996) and Thépot (1996).
The market of services, by nature, differs considerably from other markets.

Because services are usually higher in expense and in credence qualities2 than
goods, consumers feel more risk when making a purchase (a good example is
the choice of a good dentist). This has several consequences. First, service
consumers usually rely more on information by word of mouth than on adver-
tising. Second, price, personnel, and physical cues affect their judgement of
the quality of the service heavily. Third, if satisfied, they are extremely loyal
to the service provider (Kotler 1994, p. 471). These special characteristics
encouraged research on competition in the service industry (see, for example,
Jain and Muller 1999 for an analysis of pricing patterns of cellular phones and
phonecalls).
The rapid and overwhelming developments in the Information Technology

(IT ) sector, the dispersion of Internet and its future prospects have enhanced

2Goods and services that are high in credence qualities have characteristics that are nor-
mally hard to evaluate for the consumer, even after consumption.
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the focus on competition in these related sectors. The Internet has signifi-
cantly reduced the marginal cost of producing and distributing digital infor-
mation goods. It also coincides with the emergence of new competitive strate-
gies such as large-scale bundling3. Bakos and Brynjolfsson (2000) examine the
bundling and competition on the Internet. They show that bundling can create
“economies of aggregation” for information goods if their marginal costs are
very low, even in the absence of network externalities or economies of scale
or scope. Many researches have addressed the question of price competition
on the Internet, see, for example, Clay et al. (2001), Goolsbee and Chevalier
(2002), and Sorensen (2000).
There is also growing literature on retail competition (Chintagunta 2002,

Gripsrud 1986, and Kumar et al. 2001), and on business-to-business competi-
tion (Jap and Mohr 2002).

b. Type of competition

The main interest of competition literature is on price and advertising compe-
tition (e.g. Chintagunta and Rao 1996, Dockner and Jorgensen 1988, Fruchter
and Kalish 1997, Gasmi et al. 1992, Rao and Bass 1995, Vilcassim et al. 1999).
There is a growing literature on quality competition (e.g. Aoki and Prusa 1997,
Berndt et al. 1995 , Dutta et al. 1995 , Lehmann-Grube 1997, and Lilien and
Yoon 1990). Another type of competition that has received attention is strate-
gic product competition4 (e.g. d’Aspermont et al. 1979, Hauser 1988, Hotelling
1929 , and Shaked and Sutton 1982).

c. Competitive strategies

Competitive strategies can be distinguished according to several attributes.
We differentiate between (1) open-loop and closed loop strategies, (2) dynamic
and static strategies, (3) offensive and defensive strategies. We also distinguish
competitive strategies based on competitive orientation.
Closed-loop5 strategies have been investigated and have been compared with

open-loop strategies; see, for example, Erickson (1993) and Fruchter and Kalish
(1997). Fruchter and Kalish (1997) use the Lanchester model to describe the
dynamics of a market where two firms compete for customers by advertising
and define optimal strategies for maximum discounted profits. They develop
both open- and closed-loop strategies and find that the closed-loop advertising

3Sellers often bundle their products at a set price. For example, car manufacturers often
offer option packages at less than the cost of buying the options seperately (Kotler 1994, p.
495).

4 Strategic product competition tries to explain firms’ product choices in a competitive
context, i.e. it tries to answer questions like why sometimes firms differentiate their products
and sometimes they do not. The pioneering study on this field is Hotelling (1929).

5Closed loop strategies use information about the current and past state of the system,
e.g. market shares and sales, while the open loop strategies do not.
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expenditures are proportional to the open-loop expenditures and to the square
of the competitor’s actual market share.
The rising number of applications of dynamic strategies has enriched mar-

keting theory and made it more applicable to the modeling of real-word com-
petitive strategies. Rao et al. (1995), for example, analyze how competition
affects dynamic pricing of new products. They formulate a model of dynamic
pricing in an oligopoly which captures dynamic effects of firms, e.g. experience
curve effects, learning on the cost and on the demand side. Chintagunta and
Rao (1996) investigate the pricing policies of firms whose demand functions
are given by a dynamic logit model. They compare myopic and dynamic price
policies and find that managers of firms that behave myopically charge higher
prices and obtain lower profits than those which consider dynamic effects in
their pricing. Vilcassim et al. (1999) formulate a game-theoretic model of firms
interaction to analyze the dynamic price and advertising competition among
firms on the personal care product market. They find that while firms seem
to compete on advertising they price cooperatively, thereby enhancing their
price-cost margins. Other examples of empirical studies on dynamic strategies
are Dockner and Jorgensen (1988), Fruchter and Kalish (1997), Hoppe and
Lehmann-Grube (2001).
Firms that occupy second, third, or lower ranks in a market can be called

runner-up firms. Some of them are quite large in size, like Colgate, Ford, Avis,
and Pepsi-Cola. These runner-up firms act according to two main strategies.
They can attack the leader and other competitors in aggressive offers for further
market share, or they can behave as market followers. There are many cases
where the runner-up firms gained ground on the market leader or even overtook
the market leader. Canon, that was only one tenth of the size of Xerox in
the mid-1970s, today produces more copy machines than the previous market
leader, while Toyota produces more cars than General Motors (Kotler 1994, p.
394). The literature on competition has a long history of interest in effective
offensive strategies, see for example, Pearson and Gessner (1999).
The threat of runner-up firms sets challenges for the market leader and for

other competitor firms. Therefore, there has been a growing interest in defen-
sive strategies in the marketing literature. Papers with an interest in defensive
marketing strategy are, for example, Hauser and Gaskin (1984), Hauser and
Shugan (1983), Fornell and Wernerfelt (1987, 1988). Erickson (1993) uses a
modified Lanchester game to develop closed-loop strategies for offensive and
defensive marketing expenditures of duopolistic competition. He finds that the
steady state of the market is a balance of offensive and defensive expenditures
and he shows that defensive marketing is more critical than offensive marketing
due to greater risk of loss under deviation from closed-loop strategies.
More and more research addresses the effect of competitive orientation on

firm or brand performance. Thomas and Soldow (1988) analyze competitive
interaction in terms of underlying rules. They find that “even if marketing man-
agers view their primary orientation as directed toward costumers, managers’
marketing decisions involve them in the negotiation of rules with competitors.
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This rule is seen as occurring implicitly in everyday competitive activity regard-
less of the explicit awareness of participants.” Armstrong and Collopy (1996)
examine the effect of the degree of competitive orientation on the performance
of firms and conclude that firms with competitor oriented objectives are less
profitable and are less likely to survive than those whose objectives are directly
oriented towards profits.

d. Horizontal versus vertical competition

Another criteria for classification is the orientation of competition. Accord-
ingly, we distinguish between horizontal and vertical competition. We define
horizontal competition as competition between market actors that are at the
same supply chain level and that compete for higher share of the market. Ex-
amples of studies on horizontal competition are Chintagunta and Rao (1996),
Gasmi et al. (1992), and Rao et al. (1995).
A retailer typically sells a range of products from different manufacturers.

Each manufacturer would like to see its own products promoted to ensure that
shopper attitude remains positive and sales are increased. However, it is im-
possible, or at least not desirable, for the retailer to promote every product
in an assortment because thus, stores would become increasingly confusing for
the customers and the retailer’s own retail tactics would be affected (Sullivan
and Adcock 2002, p. 211). Retailers rather select only a small number of
manufacturer-led promotions. This induces competition among the manufac-
turers to win over the retailer. And this in turn induces competition that has
a vertical (or downstream) orientation. Shepard (1990) suggests that the opti-
mal contract between a manufacturer and a retailer is sensitive to the nature
of downstream competition and the available control technology. She also finds
that imperfect competition downstream can lead to double marginalization.

e. Number of competitors on the market

The identification of market boundaries and competing firms is arbitrary. Com-
petition among firms and brands is mainly a matter of degree. At one extreme,
all firms and products compete indirectly against each other for the limited
resources of customers. At the other extreme, Coke and Pepsi compete against
each other using similar production and marketing technology to satisfy al-
most identical customer needs (Weitz 1983). We face studies on competition in
oligopolies (e.g. Chintagunta and Rao 1996, Rao and Bass 1995, Vilcassim et
al. 1999 ) while duopolistic situations have also been investigated (e.g. Chin-
tagunta and Vilcassim 1992, Erickson 1993, Fruchter and Kalish 1997, Gasmi
et al. 1992, and Roy et al. 1994).

f. Competition or cooperation

Another interesting field of research is the analysis of collusive or cooperative
behavior. Gasmi et al. (1992) provide an empirical methodology for studying
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various (implicit and explicit) collusive behaviors on two strategic variables:
price and advertising. Their empirical study on the Pepsi and Coca-Cola mar-
ket suggests that some (tacit)6 collusive behavior between the Coca-Cola Com-
pany and Peprico, Inc. has prevailed in the market for cola drinks. Vilcassim
et al. (1999) formulate a game-theoretic model of firms’ interaction to analyze
the dynamic price and advertising competition among firms on the personal
care product market. They find that while firms, on the analyzed cola market,
seem to compete in advertising they price cooperatively, thereby enhancing
their price-cost margins.

g. Type of analysis

Literature on competition can be classified according to the type of analysis
that is applied in the study. We distinguish (1) consumer focused approaches,
(2) competitor centered approaches, (3) studies that apply time series analysis,
(4) experimental analyses, and (5) studies that use game theory as an analytical
tool.
If a new marketing activity initiated by one firm is believed to influence

consumer behavior positively, other firms are likely to react. Such reactions are
often based on beliefs about the harm that would be inflicted on these other
firms brands in the absence of a reaction. Traditionally, brand managers focus
on market share, which encourages them to think of business as a zero-sum
game. Their thinking is: “unless I react to a marketing initiative for another
brand, my brand loses market share”. In general, the nature and intensity of
reactions to other firms’ activities reflect the respective managers’ perceptions
of the competitive environment. If these perceptions are valid (e.g. if managers
understand consumer response to each brand’s actions), the consumer response
will predict competitive reaction. This argument is based on the notion that
competitive reactions should be demand based, i.e. consumer focused (Leeflang
and Wittink 1996). It requires that managers understand consumer response
to own- and cross-brand marketing activities.
A special field of application that rises from the consumer focused approach

is reference price theory. This theory provides a behavioral explanation of dy-
namic effects of brand choice and derived aggregate market response measures
caused by prices in the past. It assumes that consumers store price information
gathered through previous purchase occasions and use this internal price as a
standard comparison to evaluate observed prices (Greenleaf 1995, and Hruschka
and Natter 1996).
Although there is a growing amount of literature on consumer response to

promotions, far less attention has been paid to the empirical determination
and explanation of competitive reactions. The investigation of such questions
requires competitor centered approach (see, for example, Hanssens 1980, Lam-
bin et al. 1975 , Leeflang and Wittink 1992, 2001 among others). And there

6We talk about tacit collusion when firms attain a collusive payoff without the need of an
explicit (contractual) agreement.
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is an even shorter list (see below) of quite recent literature that combines con-
sumer response and competitive reactions. Were such reactions anticipated
and included in the analysis of expected benefits from contemplated increases
in promotions, it is conceivable that the escalation in the promotional expen-
ditures in the US during the last few decades had not occurred (Blattberg and
Neslin 1990).
A relatively new and very important field of marketing research is the ef-

fect of marketing expenditures on firm or brand performance in the long run.
Lal and Padmanabhan (1995) investigate the long-term relationship between
market share and promotional expenditures. Their analysis shows (in line with
the findings of Bass et al. 1984, and Bass and Pilon 1980) that though promo-
tions have a significant short-run effect, markets are in equilibrium, i.e. market
shares and sales return to the state before the occurrence of the marketing
actions. They argue that this is partly due to the fact that the promotional
activity of competitors is neutralized in the long run. The increased interest on
the long-run effects of marketing actions and the need to combine the competi-
tor centered and the consumer focused approach (Hanssens 1980) requires the
collection of competitive reaction functions and market response functions into
one dynamic system of equations. This pursuit has resulted in a wide range of
empirical studies that use multiple equation time series models (e.g. Dekimpe
and Hanssens 1999, Horváth et al. 2002, Nijs et al. 2001, Srinivasan et al.
2000, and Srinivasan and Bass 2001, Takada and Bass 1998)7.
Competitive behavior of people as actors on the market have also been

studied by experimental studies. Clark and Montgomery (1996) explore the
relationship between firm performance and accuracy in perception through a
simulation game in experimental settings. They find that teams are in general
inaccurate in identifying competitive reactions and may benefit from being
paranoid about their competitors.
The analytical tools of game theory have been widely applied in marketing

research. Game theoretical concepts are used to analyze collusive (Vilcassim
et al. 1999) and competitive (Berndt et al. 1995) behavior, duopolistic (Roy
et al. 1994) and oligopolistic (Chintagunta and Rao 1996) competition, closed-
(Erickson 1993) and open-loop (Fruchter and Kalish 1997) strategies, among
other fields of competitive analysis. Moorthy (1985, 1992) and Fudenberg and
Tirole (1990) provide extensive expositions of the basic concepts of coopera-
tive and non-cooperative game theory and their applications to advertising,
product, and price competition.
The positioning of the studies in this thesis is outlined in Table 1.1. This

dissertation concentrates on the dynamic analysis of oligopolistic competitive
markets of frequently purchased consumer goods. It focuses on horizontal (sup-
ported and non-supported) price competition and considers feedback relations.
It makes use of multiple time series modeling techniques and combines com-
petitor centered and consumer focused approaches.

7We elaborate more on this area of the competitive marketing literature in Section 3.1.
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Table 1.1: Positioning the thesis in the competitive literature
Criteria Position of the thesis

a. area of application
frequently purchased
consumer goods

b. type of competition
price supported and
price non-supported

c. competitive strategies
closed loop, dynamic,
offensive and defensive

d. horizontal or
vertical competition

horizontal competition

e. number of competitors
on the market

oligopoly

f. competition
or cooperation

competition

g. type of analysis
competitor centered and
consumer focused
multiple time series modeling

1.4 Outline of the basic methodology

The estimation of the effect of a promotional action requires the development
and application of models that take into account the dynamic competitive en-
vironment and the possible retaliatory moves of competitors. A model that
contains all relevant dynamic and interactive effects and that is appropriate
for the analysis of competitive markets in which the detection of causality be-
tween variables, the accommodation of feedback effects, and the identification
of dynamic structural relationships between variables are crucial is the V ector
AutoRegressive model with eXogenous variables (VARX model). It can cap-
ture the complex interplay of the different contributing factors and it translates
the underlying short-term dynamics into long-run consequences (Dekimpe and
Hanssens 1999, p. 402). VARX modeling is therefore the main tool of analysis
in this thesis.
A dynamic competitive market can by analysed by means of a two-stage

analysis. First, one has to an gain insights into the competitive dynamic en-
vironment of a market. Second, given the behavior of the market (that can
be captured by a proper econometric model in a condensed way) and assum-
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ing unchanged behavior of the actors, one can apply simulation, e.g. Impulse
Response Analysis (IRA) or Forecast E rror V ariance Decomposition (FEVD).
These approaches provide an insight into the consequences of certain actions
given possible counter actions in a competitive environment. Using IRA and
FEVD one can incorporate direct effects and also indirect effects of a price
promotion on sales. More precisely, IRA traces out the effect of an unexpected
shock in an endogenous variable on all endogenous variables in the system over
time. Hence, in IRA, promotions are operationalized as one-time deviations
from the expected price level. FEVD separates the variation in an endogenous
variable into component shocks to the system.
To gain an insight into the effects of marketing actions in dynamic and

competitive markets, we apply VARX models that include some form of the
sales and price variables of the competing brands endogenously to capture the
fundamental interactions on a competitive market. Impulse response analysis
and forecast error variance decomposition are then used for simulation studies
to analyze the effects of a marketing action over time in the presence of com-
petitors. In these simulation studies a price cut is operationalized as a shock
to the error term of one of the price variables.

1.4.1 Univariate and multivariate time series applications
in marketing

VAR modeling utilizes several uni- and multivariate techniques of time series
analysis. Without some knowledge about these methodological concepts, it is
impossible to understand and properly apply the VAR methodology. There-
fore, we introduce the basic time series methodology and explain the concepts
through marketing examples and applications in Chapters 2 and 3. In these
chapters we discuss a variety of time series models. We classify these models
in the sets (i) univariate T ime Series Analysis (TSA), (ii) multivariate TSA,
and (iii) multiple TSA. In Chapter 2 we introduce the basic concepts of TSA,
and discuss TSA models with only one series of observations, such as sales (i.e.
the case of univariate TSA). These models consider sales as a function of its
own past, random shocks, seasonal dummies, and time. The AutoRegressive
Integrated M oving Average (ARIMA) model is the most general model in this
set. We pay special attention to the issue of stationarity, as it is a fundamen-
tal concept in distinguishing long- and short-term effects of actions. Then we
consider models where the dependent variable is also explained by another vari-
able or variables, e.g. sales explained by advertising (i.e. multivariate TSA).
Transfer functions and intervention analysis belong to this set of models.

1.4.2 Multiple time series applications in marketing

In Chapter 3, we consider models in which more endogenous variables are
considered simultaneously (i.e. multiple TSA). V ector AutoRegressive models
with eXogenous variables (VARX models), Structural VAR (SVAR) models,
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and V ector E rror Correction (VEC ) models are also discussed in Chapter 3.
Finally, the methodology of IRA and FEVD is explained.

1.5 Studies using VAR models

A drawback of VAR models is that they usually include a large number of
parameters. This leads to degrees-of-freedom problems. For example, if k
endogenous variables are included in a VAR model of order p, the number of
parameters to be estimated is k2 · p, so the number of endogenous variables
that can be included in the model is rather limited. The problem has been
addressed in several articles and the usual solution is to simplify the model.
This can be accomplished by (a) estimating separate models for each competing
brand (Dekimpe and Hanssens 1999, Srinivasan et al. 2000, and Srinivasan and
Bass 2001), (b) treating some variables as exogenous (Horváth et al. 2002, Nijs
et al. 2001, Srinivasan et al. 2000, and Srinivasan and Bass 2001), and (c)
imposing restrictions on the model based on marketing/economic theory.

In this thesis VAR models are applied to investigate dynamic marketing sys-
tems accounting for competition. The different chapters overcome the degrees-
of-freedom problem in different ways.

1.5.1 Empirical study 1: Dynamic analysis of a competi-
tive marketing system based on market-level data

In Chapter 4, we solve the degrees-of-freedom problem by applying the bottom-
up strategy of Hsiao (1981, 1982), based on Akaike’s F inal Prediction Error
(FPE ) criterion, to decide the optimal lag structure for each variable in each
equation. We build a VARX model on aggregate (market-level) data, that
contains competitive response functions and market response functions of the
competing brands. We apply IRA and FEVD to gain an insight into the dy-
namic behavior of the competitive market. Later, in Chapter 7, we compare
these results with those obtained from pooled (store level) data. The innova-
tions in this chapter are that we (1) build a VARX model in which all brands
are considered simultaneously, (2) apply Structural VAR (SVAR) models that
are capable of supplementing sample based information with managerial judge-
ment and/or marketing theory (Dekimpe and Hanssens 2000), (3) apply IRA
and FEVD to investigate the dynamic effects of marketing actions, and (4)
obtain 5% confidence intervals around our IRF s and the immediate price elas-
ticities using bootstrap methods.
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1.5.2 Canonical correlation analysis and Wiener-Granger
causality tests: Useful tools for the specification of
VAR models - illustrated by an empirical study (2)

In Chapter 5 we introduce and use canonical correlation analysis and W iener-
Granger (WG) causality testing for preliminary analysis of the competitive
system before setting up the final VAR model. Canonical correlation analysis
and its associatedWG causality testing based on the canonical correlation coef-
ficients are useful tools to test the existence of structural relationships between
(lagged) consumer response and (lagged) marketing instruments. These tools
are applied in this chapter on data of market shares and marketing instruments
in a market of a frequently purchased consumer good. The main achievements
in this chapter are that we provide a preliminary analysis of a dynamic system
that provides support in deciding about (1) the dimension of the system, (2) the
most influential instruments, (3) feedback relationships, and (4) the variables
that can be treated exogenously in the VARX model.

1.5.3 Combining time series cross sectional data for the
analysis of dynamic competitive marketing systems

Chapter 6 discusses another way to overcome the degrees-of-freedom problem.
This solution, contrary to the solution proposed by the application of canonical
correlation analysis, does not reduce the parameters that are to be estimated
in the VAR model, but increases the number of available observations through
combining time series data for multiple cross sections. Given the double di-
mension of such data, asymptotic behavior can be applied in three different
ways (Mátyás and Sevestre 1992): (a) N is fixed and T → ∞, (b) T is fixed
and N → ∞, and (c) N,T → ∞. The first case corresponds to the approach
of T ime Series C ross Sectional (TSCS) data, while the second corresponds
to the method of Panel data. In Chapter 6 we point out the main differences
concerning these two approaches. We discuss several potential models, com-
pare them and show their estimation procedure. Pesaran and Smith (1995)
found that in the case of dynamic models (i.e. models with lagged endoge-
nous variable) assuming homogeneity among heterogeneous cross sections (i.e.
pooling or building a model on aggregated data) may lead to substantial bias
of estimates. To investigate this issue we compare the four most widely used
approaches: (1) using a Random Coefficient M odel (RCM), (2) using a F ixed
Effect M odel (FEM ), (3) estimating VAR models from aggregate data, and
(4) averaging disaggregate estimates and examining their behavior under het-
erogeneity in a simulation study.
Pesaran and Smith (1995) and Robertson and Symons (1992) demonstrate

that parameter heterogeneity becomes a very important issue in dynamic mod-
els because incorrectly ignoring heterogeneity may lead to highly biased esti-
mates. In the view of these findings, it is essential to use the approach that
adequately captures heterogeneity in order to obtain unbiased estimates of the
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mean parameters. On the other hand, a model that allows for unnecessary high
heterogeneity requires the estimation of extra parameters and hence reduces
efficiency, compared to the model with homogenous parameters. To encourage
this, we enumerate and provide a brief discussion of several pooling tests and ap-
proaches for investigating cross-sectional heterogeneity. The main innovations
in Chapter 6 are that we (1) introduce and compare models that combine time
series data for multiple units for the solution of the degrees-of-freedom problem
in VARX models through increasing the number of available observations, (2)
compare four approaches that provide mean VAR parameters: RCM , FEM ,
estimating VAR models aggregated data, and averaging disaggregate estimates,
(3) compare the small sample behavior of the approaches through Monte Carlo
simulation in the case of heterogeneous slope coefficients, (4) emphasize the
importance of using the model that adequately captures heterogeneity, and (5)
list several tests and approaches for the investigation parameter heterogeneity
across stores. An empirical application of the approaches introduced in this
chapter is discussed in Chapter 7.

1.5.4 Empirical study 3: Dynamic analysis of a competi-
tive marketing system based on TSCS data

We provide empirical applications of the TSCS-VARX methodology in Chapter
7 for two data sets: tuna fish and shampoo. We show how the results on the
tuna data compare with those obtained from the VARX model built on market-
level data (aggregated store-level data) in Chapter 4. We use a pooled VARX
model to estimate immediate and cumulative effects of supported and non-
supported price discounts. The temporary price cuts affect the demand for
three brands in each of the two product categories. The models accommodate
not only classical competitive reaction effects but also own- and cross-brand
sales feedback effects and internal decision rules (such as those involving the
two discount variables). The results provide substantially useful insights into
the dynamics of demand and reaction functions.
The literature includes variousVARX models applied to aggregate or market-

level data. Our study is the first in marketing to apply this approach to pooled
store-level data in order to obtain more efficient parameter estimates and to
account for some heterogeneity between the stores. We also provide new in-
sights regarding the role of competitive reaction versus sales feedback effects
by comparing net dynamic effects under different scenarios.
The innovations in this chapter are that we (1) apply time series modeling

to pooled store-level data, (2) compare these results with the aggregate-level
outcomes, (3) use impulse response functions on unit sales instead of log-sales
to overcome difficulties inherent in the use of elasticities for the calculation of
cumulative effects, (4) show that cumulative effects can be larger or smaller
than immediate effects, (5) estimate the importance of sales feedback and com-
petitive reaction effects separately, and (6) find that the role of dynamics differs
significantly between two product categories.






